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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Oriental Taste from Camden. Currently, there are 7 meals
and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Oriental Taste:
tasty eating to great trips. we had rice, chicken balls with curry sauce and winton noodle soup (not shown)

everything was great and the staff was very friendly. will definitely be back in the opposite. read more. What
390richies doesn't like about Oriental Taste:

Attended recently, order some rice with curry sauce. The curry sauce was nice however the rice tasted funny.
Fast forward 6 hours and I have Diarrhea and Vomiting throughout the entire night. Next day even more D+V

along with excruciating cramps and pain in my ribs. read more. At Oriental Taste in Camden you can taste
delicious vegetarian meals, that are free from any animal meat or fish, In addition, numerous visitors look forward

to enjoying traditional Vietnamese menus with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a stop at the
Oriental Taste. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Oriental Taste. Anyone who finds the

usual and generally known meals too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some
unexpected combination of ingredients eat, Many guests are particularly looking forward to the versatile, fine

Chinese cuisine.
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P�z�
FUSION

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Cereal�
STARTING

Coffe�
COFFEE

Beverag� an� Sid� Order�
SOFT DRINK

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY
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CHICKEN
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DUCK
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SOUP

NOODLES
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